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Problem and Solution Overview
Visually impaired people don't have the normal life like others. They face many
problems in their daily life while using technology like smart devices, especially
when doing things like sending text in Bengali language. Besides in the context of
Bangladesh there is no known Bengali keyboard for the visually impaired people
to do their stuffs. Our design “Another Eye” will help them to write Bangla on their
smart phone. “Another Eye” is designed and developed based on “Bangla Braille”.
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Analysis of Problem
Blind people are used to Braille system for reading and writing. The app (keyboard
service) is developed to write Bangla texts on a phone. In fact there is no Bangla
keyboard using Braille system. To implement the Bangla Braile we used the
standard Braille mapping for Bangla alphabet. The Bangla Braille mapping is given
below.
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Initial Paper Prototype
Our paper prototype shows off our phone application, allowing our users to walk
through our design process.

Critical Feature: Grid system, Main Screen
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It is the main screen of the app where a user can type any Bangla letter, words
and digits using those six dots. The mapping is done according to “Bangla Braille”.

Testing Process
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The testing process was doing by giving input using the six keys by
the visually impaired people. They used “TALK BACK” software for
listening the pronunciation of the letters they had given input.

Testing Results
Users are able to write Bangla words based on Braille system using our apps.
However, they wanted to add sounds for each letter typed to understand if the
correct Bangla letters were typed. Besides users suggested that we should add
sounds like for the key one is “one”, for two “two”, for three “three”, for four
“four”, for five “five”, for six “six”. The also suggested the yellow color button
which will be beneficial for the visually impaired people who can see a few.

Final Paper Prototype:
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Final Design

Digital Mockup
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User Interview
Person -1
Name- Md. Jubayer Mahmud
Address- Surjosen hall,Du
Department- Islamic History and Culture
Age- 27

He assured us many of them are concerned about the alphabets
braille alphabets. Now he is using an android app named Google
app he has to know where the desired alphabet is and which
consuming thing as well as it doesn't give him the facility of
alphabet.

and as well as
talkback in his
is also a time
writing bangla

His Expectation
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They want to type alphabet by drawing despite they have to do practice
which will be an good option for them
A interactive bangla keyboard will be helpful

Person -2
Name- Md. Sajid
Address- Surjosen hall,Du
Department- IER
Age- 22

He knows about braille alphabet and he is a low-visionary person. He assured us
that who knows about the braille alphabet, this app will be a great assistance for
them.

His Expectation








He told us to use bigger font of the alphabet which will low-visional person.
They told us voice will be great assistance.
The color will not affect also. They also liked the positions of buttons but
little modification needed.
Previously we used a button for writing joint alphabet but they told us it will
not necessary.
They told us they will need time to become comfortable.
They also want english and bangla alphabet together.
They told us the interface will not be a major factor as well as the distance
is also perfect
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Discussion
Initially none of us had much idea about design experience and the idea of
designing entire process was quite scary. The job was a great surprise for us to
discover that being able to reach a good design does not need any specific
abilities or artistic skills instead a better design can be achieved with proper
planning and its execution. Comparing our initial sketches with our final app, it is
hard to believe how far we have been able to come!
The consequence of brainstorming provides us intuitive ideas and gives
importance of teamwork when it comes to working in a group. Doing tasks and
completing objectives are also the part of the consequence of brainstorming.
Discussing as a group helped each of us to have a clear understanding of our
tasks and design and also helped us to construct a sophisticated design.
Therefore, working in a team rather than working individually plays a vital role in
our design process. We have learned how to work within a team and to coordinate
with each of the teammates. It improved our communication and coordination
skills. We can use these experiences in our future academic life and in our future
job careers as well.
(The design process: from paper prototype to heuristic evaluation, usability
testing, to final paper prototype and to the digital mock-up, helps us make
gradual progress towards our final design. During our initial paper prototype, it
took us a long time to come up with our initial design; we spent lots of time on the
button design and our application layout. However since we were using paper to
design our prototype, we found we can easily try out different ideas)

Appendix
Heuristic evaluation violations:
Usability test format:
1. Introduction and instructions
● Brief introduction of our project and application
● We are testing the design, not you
● Vocalize your thought process
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● We cannot answer questions you have until the end
● For each task, complete it as best you can
2. Hand the participant the stack of task cards, observe them walk through
them
3. Once finished, answer to the questions the participant had, and also ask for
feedback
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